If A is a tridiagonal matrix, then the equations AX = I and XA = I defining the inverse X of A are in fact the second order recurrence relations for the elements in each row and column of X. Thus, the recursive algorithms should be a natural and commonly used way for inverting tridiagonal matrices -but they are not. Even though a variety of such algorithms were proposed so far, none of them can be applied to numerically invert an arbitrary tridiagonal matrix. Moreover, some of the methods suffer a huge instability problem. In this paper, we investigate these problems very thoroughly. We locate and explain the different reasons the recursive algorithms for inverting such matrices fail to deliver satisfactory (or any) result, and then propose new formulae for the elements of X = A −1 that allow to construct the asymptotically fastest possible algorithm for computing the inverse of an arbitrary tridiagonal matrix A, for which both residual errors, AX − I and XA − I , are always very small.
Introduction
Matrix inversion has quite numerous applications in statistics, cryptography, computer graphics, etc. It is hard to imagine a computation system or a scientific programming environment without a library or a function that calculates the inverse of a matrix.
In many applications, where the inverse of a matrix appears, there is no actual need for direct computation of the inverse, as the corresponding problem can be solved by computing the solution of a matrix equation or, in particular cases, a system of linear equations. There are some problems, however, where the inverse of a matrix is indeed required.
Even though the problem of computing matrix inverse has been extensively studied and described in many numerical monographs, there is a variety of new papers dealing with the subject. In the last couple of years, a number of algorithms for inverting structured matrices (block, banded) were proposed. This paper focuses on recursive algorithms for inverting tridiagonal matrices.
The existing recursive algorithms for computing the inverse of this kind of matrices are not very popular and are not commonly used. This is mostly because there are wide classes of matrices for which these algorithms cannot be applied due to their instability or other kind of limitations (it will be described in more detail throughout the paper). In this paper, we analyse the reasons of these disadvantages and search for the way to eliminate them. As a result, new formulae for the elements of the inverse of a tridiagonal matrix A are proposed, which allow a very fast and accurate computation of X = A −1 , and can be applied to any non-singular tridiagonal matrix. To our knowledge, it is the only method that guarantees, in general, very small, both left and right, residual errors.
Let A ∈ R n×n be a tridiagonal matrix, i.e. a matrix whose elements satisfy a ij = 0 if |i − j| > 1 (i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n). The most common algorithms for evaluating A −1 are based on solving the matrix equation AX = I (or XA = I; throughout the paper, by X, we shall denote the numerically computed inverse of a tridiagonal matrix A, or the inverse which is to be computed, and by I, the identity matrix). If the above equation is solved using, for example, Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting or using orthogonal transformations (e.g., Givens rotations), the computed inverse satisfies (c.f. [3, §6.12] )
where ε is the machine precision, K is a small constant, and cond(A) is the condition number of A. In such a case, it is easy to verify that the relative error
satisfies a similar bound:
However, the bound is not so favourable in the case of the second residual error. We have, as X = A Indeed, consider the following tridiagonal matrix A ∈ R 10×10 whose elements a ij for i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 10}, |i − j| ≤ 1 are listed column-wise in the following table: The condition number cond 2 (A) ≃ 6.1 · 10 8 . If the inverse X is computed in the double precision arithmetic (ε = 2 −52 ≃ 2.2 · 10 −16 ) using the Matlab command X = A\eye(10), i.e. using the Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting, then we will obtain the result that satisfies AX − I 2 ≃ 5.8 · 10 −9 ≃ ε0.043 cond 2 (A).
For the left residual error, however, we have XA − I 2 ≃ 3.4 ≃ 5.8 · 10 8 AX − I 2 ≃ 0.95cond 2 (A) AX − I 2 , and there are elements larger than 3 outside the main diagonal in the matrix XA. Such an inverse may not always be considered as a very satisfactory one. This problem has been already considered by Higham in [4] and [10, §13.3] , who proposed a symmetric algorithm for computing A −1 based on LU factorisation. However, as the algorithm uses no pivoting strategy, it is not stable in general.
The asymptotic complexity of the most common algorithms for inverting tridiagonal matrices equals: 3n 2 + O(n) in the case of Gaussian elimination without pivoting, 5n 2 + O(n) in the case of Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting, and 7.5n 2 + O(n) in the case of the algorithm based on Givens rotations. In the present paper, we will propose some new formulae which allow to construct a stable, always applicable algorithm with the smallest possible asymptotic complexity: n 2 + O(n). The authors do not know the formal proof of stability of the algorithm yet, but strong justification is given to support the conjecture that the inverse X of a tridiagonal matrix A ∈ R n×n computed using the proposed method satisfies
where
In the incoming section, we shall present a short review of the recursive approach to the problem of inverting a tridiagonal matrix. We shall also recall the basic facts from the theory of difference equations that will help to explain the reasons several recently proposed recursive algorithms for inverting tridiagonal matrices fail (or are unstable) for some important classes of matrices.
In Section 3, we present a new efficient method, also based on some recursions, which can be successfully applied to invert any non-singular tridiagonal matrix.
2 A short review of the recursive algorithms and the theory of the second order difference equations
In this section, we review several algorithms for recursive computation of the inverse of a tridiagonal matrix. Showing the strong and the weak sides of these algorithms will lead us to the main result of the paper.
The naive recursion
It is well known that for B ∈ R n×n and c ∈ R n the product Bc can be interpreted as the linear combination of columns of the matrix B,
where B k denotes the k-th column of B. Such interpretation is very convenient if c has only a few non-zero elements.
Let A ∈ R n×n be a tridiagonal matrix (a ij = 0 if |i − j| > 1). Then, the equation XA = I implies the following relations:
a n−1,n X n−1 + a n,n X n = I n .
Thus, if we know the last column X n of X, then we can easily recursively compute the whole inverse matrix X: X n−1 = I n − a n,n a n−1,n X n ,
where we assume that a k−1,k = 0 (1 < k ≤ n).
The above simple observation laid the basis of two recent algorithms, [6] and [9] , for inverting tridiagonal matrices. In [6] , the last column X n is computed using the LU factorisation without pivoting, while in [9] , the Miller algorithm -a classical algorithm for computing the minimal solutions of second order difference equations -has been rediscovered.
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For the inverse matrix X computed in the double precision arithmetic using the algorithm [6] or [9] (the result does not depend on which of the above ways the last column of X is calculated), we have
while cond 2 (A) = 1.002. If the inverse is evaluated in Matlab: X = A\eye(6), the residual errors satisfy AX − I 2 ≃ XA − I 2 ≃ ε ≃ 2.2 · 10 −16 . The explanation of such a huge instability of the simple recursive algorithms based on (2.1) is quite simple if we recall some basic facts of the theory of linear second order difference equations (see, for example, [8] or [13] ).
The three term (second order) homogenous recurrence (difference) equation can be written in general form as follows:
where a j (k) (j = −1, 0, 1) are known coefficients, and {x k } ∞ k=1 is a solution we are looking for. The equation (2.3) has two-dimensional space of solutions. If there exist two linearly independent solutions {u k } and {y k } such that
then {u k } is called a minimal, and {y k } is called a dominant solution. The forward recursion algorithm,
is stable for dominant solutions only, while the backward recursion,
is stable only for minimal solutions (at the present point, we do not consider the problem of obtaining the initial values for the above recurrences). If for any pair {u k }, {y k } of independent solutions we have lim inf
where w, W −1 ≫ ε, then both forward and backward recursion algorithms are stable (in the asymptotic sense).
In practice, we are usually interested in computing only a part of a solution of the recurrence equation (2.3), i.e. the values of x k for 1 ≤ k ≤ n for some n > 0. Note that the starting point (k = 1) and the main (forward) direction of the recursion (k = 2, 3, . . . ) is only a convention.
The space of all minimal solutions of the linear second order difference equation is one-dimensional. An important property of the minimal solutions and the algorithm for computing the values of such a solution is given in the following theorem.
Theorem 1 (Miller) . Assume that a three term recurrence equation (2.3) has a minimal solution {u k } which satisfies a normalising condition
For n > 1, define the values x
[n]
k (1 ≤ k ≤ n + 1) as follows: [12] or [13, §4] .
Let us consider again the recursion (2.1), but only for the elements of the first row of the inverse matrix X. We may of course write that x 1,n+1 = 0. Additionally, if a k−1,k = 0 for all 1 < k ≤ n, then, theoretically, x 1,n = 0 (this will be justified in the later part of the paper; see also [11] ). Consequently, we have
and (also from the equation XA = I ) a 1,1 x 1,1 + a 2,1 x 1,2 = 1 = 0. Comparing the above formulae to the ones of Theorem 1, we may conclude that if the recurrence equation for the first row of the inverse matrix X has minimal and dominant solutions, then the elements x 1,1 , x 1,2 , . . . , x 1,n of the first row of X behave more like a minimal solution than like a dominant one. Therefore, the recursion (2.1) which is the backward recursion for
is stable for all elements of the first row of the matrix X. In the case of the s-th row, we have
Note that this recurrence is exactly the same as the recurrence (2.4), only the starting value x 1,n is replaced by x s,n . This implies that the recursion (2.1) is stable for all elements in the upper triangle of X. In the lower triangle of X, the situation is reversed. The recursion (2.1) is the forward recursion algorithm for the elements
, and therefore may be unstable if the corresponding recurrence equation,
has minimal and dominant solutions. Indeed, in the case of the matrix X computed using (2.1), where A is given by (2.2), we have We end this subsection by formulating the algorithm for stable recursive computation of the last column of X (the algorithm is a consequence of Theorem 1 and the equation AX n = I n , and is a particular case of the Miller backward recursion algorithm):
where the normalising factor f = a n,n−1 y n−1 + a n,n y n −1 .
Two-way recursion
By Corollary 1, we conclude that a single recursion, like (2.1), cannot lead to a stable algorithm for inverting tridiagonal matrices. However, as the algorithm (2.1) computes the upper triangle of the inverse matrix X correctly, we may use a similar scheme to compute the elements in the lower triangle, namely, compute the first column X 1 using the Miller algorithm, and then compute recursively the elements below the diagonal in the consecutive columns X k (k = 2, 3, . . . , n − 1). The scheme looks as follows: compute the columns X 1 and X n using the Miller algorithm, and then set
= − a n,n a n−1,n x s,n n−1 s=1
We assume that a k−1,k = 0 and a k,k−1 = 0 for 1 < k ≤ n. The above algorithm appears to be presented in print for the first time, but it is still not a very good one as we shall justify below.
Observe that the formulae (2.5) are based on the equations
(throughout the paper we assume than a ij = 0 and x ij = 0 if i < 1, or i > n, or j < 1, or j > n), while the Miller algorithm for computing the columns X 1 and X n is based on the equations
Theoretically, in our applications of the Miller algorithm we use the above equations only for j ∈ {1, n}. However, as k = j, all the equations (2.7) for 1 ≤ j < n and k > j are in fact the same recurrence equations (an analogous observation is true for n ≥ j > 1 and k < j). The normalising factors used for computing the columns X 1 and X n by the Miller algorithm are derived from the two additional equations, a 1,1 x 1,1 + a 1,2 x 2,1 = 1 and a n,n−1 x n−1,n + a n,n x n,n = 1.
But the remaining equations,
for 1 < k < n, are nowhere used in the above algorithm. In other words, the presented two-way recursion algorithm computes the matrix X which satisfy the following system of matrix equations
where D and H are diagonal matrices for which we only know that h 1,1 = h n,n = 1. An interesting question arises: does the algorithm based on (2.5) computes the actual inverse of a tridiagonal matrix A, assuming that the computations are exact? The answer to the above question is delivered by the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Let A ∈ R n×n be a non-singular tridiagonal matrix such that a k,k−1 = 0 and a k−1,k = 0 for 1 < k ≤ n. If a matrix X is a solution of the system of matrix equations
9)
where D and H are diagonal matrices and H satisfy h 1,1 = h n,n = 1, then D = H = I and, consequently, X = A −1 .
Proof. The equations (2.9) imply that
Equating the corresponding elements of the matrices AD and HA in a proper order, and recalling that h 1,1 = 1 and a i,j = 0 for |i − j| = 1, we obtain, in sequence,
Similarly, but using the condition h n,n = 1, we get
If n is even, then from (2.10) and (2.11) we immediately obtain that d i,i = h i,i = 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. If n is odd, then at least one of the diagonal elements of A is different from 0 (otherwise there would be det(A) = 0). For simplicity, assume that a 1,1 = 0. Then,
By combining the above result with (2.10), again, we get
The above theorem implies that in theory, the algorithm based on the recursions (2.5) computes the correct inverse X of a tridiagonal matrix A with non-zero elements on the sub-and super-diagonals. The situation is a little different in practice. The numerical performance of this algorithm is far from perfection. As the lower and the upper triangles of X are computed completely independently, the values of magnitude close to εcond(A) 2 may appear 1 along the main diagonals of the residual matrices |AX − I| and |XA − I|. Thus, the search for a better algorithm has to be continued. Before it is done, we shall consider for a moment the complexity of the methods presented so far.
It is readily seen that the algorithm based on (2.5), like the one based on (2.1), has the complexity equal to 3n 2 + O(n). However, if we take a closer look on the equations in (2.5), we can see that the recurrence for the elements in the upper triangle of X (the first two lines) is exactly the same for each value of the row index s, only the initial values are different. Thus, we may carry out the recurrence only once, and then scale the result according to the corresponding initial values: z n−1 = − a n,n a n−1,n 1,
The above scheme uses 1 2 n 2 +O(n) arithmetic operations. If a similar modification is done for the computation of the lower triangle of X, the complexity of the whole algorithm will drop to the smallest possible -as the inverse of a tridiagonal matrix has, in general, n 2 different elements -asymptotic value: n 2 + O(n).
The Lewis algorithm
In order to improve the numerical properties of the recursive algorithm for inverting tridiagonal matrices, we should include the known dependence between the elements in the upper triangle of the inverse matrix X and the elements in the lower triangle. The simple formula that relates these elements was given in [11] .
Lemma 1 (Lewis).
If A ∈ R n×n is a tridiagonal matrix such that a k,k+1 = 0 for k = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1, and X = A −1 , then
Proof. See [11] .
The formula (2.13) is a direct consequence (cf. [11] ) of the equations
14)
i.e. is implied, in particular, by the equations (2.8) that were not used in the algorithm presented in the previous subsection. Now, the following algorithm with a very favourable numerical properties can be formulated: compute the last column X n using the Miller algorithm; compute the remaining elements in the upper triangle of X using (2.12) for k > 1, instead of for k > 2; compute the lower triangle of X using (2.13). This algorithm works very well if the two following conditions are satisfied: if a k−1,k = 0 for all 2 ≤ k ≤ n, and if the valuesẑ k (n > k ≥ 1) in (2.12) do not grow too large, causing floating-point overflow (which is, unfortunately, a quite frequent case). A very similar algorithm was formulated in [11] , where only the last column X n is computed in a slightly different (but mathematically and numerically equivalent) way. Note that due to (2.13), the complexity of the above scheme grew to 3 2 n 2 + O(n). The complexity, however, can be reduced back to n 2 + O(n) if we apply the relation (2.13) in a little different way. The following theorem is one of the main results of [11] : Theorem 3 (Lewis) . Assume that A is a non-singular tridiagonal matrix which satisfies a k−1,k = 0 and a k,k−1 = 0 for 2 ≤ k ≤ n. Let the sequences {ẑ k }, {z k }, {e k } be defined in the following way:
(n > k > 1),
Then, the inverse X = A −1 satisfies
It is readily seen that the equations (2.15)-(2.16) allow to compute the inverse matrix X = A −1 using only n 2 + O(n) arithmetic operations. More importantly, the algorithm based on Theorem 3 uses every single scalar equation (cf. (2.6), (2.7) and (2.14)) that results from the system of matrix equations AX = I = XA. Therefore, we should expect the residual errors AX − I and XA − I to be very small. Numerical experiments confirm that.
Unfortunately, the algorithm (2.15)-(2.16) cannot be applied for a quite wide class of tridiagonal matrices. The first problem is that the quantities z k (1 ≤ k ≤ n) andẑ k (n ≥ k ≥ 1) may grow very fast causing the floating-point overflow. In other words, the procedure will fail if fl(x 1,n ) = 0 with respect to the given floating-point arithmetic (it is quite easy to show, c.f. [11] , that in theory, we always have x 1,n = 0 if the assumptions of Theorem 3 are satisfied). Note that all algorithms presented so far in this paper suffer the high risk of floating-point overflow.
Another problem is the assumption that all sub-and super-diagonal elements are different from 0. In [11] the following solution is suggested. Assume that a k+1,k = 0 for some 1 ≤ k < n. Then, we have
where F ∈ R k×k , G ∈ R (n−k)×(n−k) are tridiagonal matrices, and T ∈ R k×(n−k) has only one non-zero element t k,1 = a k,k+1 (if we assume that a k,k+1 = 0). Consequently,
where by [ · ] k we denote the k-th column of the corresponding matrix. The matrices F and G are inverted by the algorithm (2.15)-(2.16) (using the above block form again whenever necessary). The numerical drawback of this approach is that the inverses of G and F are computed independently. As a result, the elements of the residual matrices |AX − I| and |XA − I| that lay along the lines corresponding to the borders of the upper-right block in (2.17) may have the magnitude of order ε max{cond(F ), cond(G)}cond(A) (see the beginning of Section 3 for more detailed explanation). Note that there are matrices for which max{cond(F ), cond(G)} is close to cond(A). The equations (2.16) delivers compact closed-form formulae for the elements of the inverse matrix X. The following known characterisation of the inverse of a tridiagonal matrix follows immediately.
Theorem 4. If A ∈ R
n×n is a tridiagonal matrix and X = A −1 , then all matrices
(1 ≤ k ≤ n) have rank not greater than 1.
Proof. If a k−1,k = 0 and a k,k−1 = 0 for 2 ≤ k ≤ n, the assertion is obtained readily from (2.16), otherwise from (2.17) and (2.16). Alternative proofs of the above property can be found in [1] and [7] .
The new methods
We start this section by explaining why using all the scalar equations that result from the condition AX = I = XA is crucial for obtaining an algorithm for inverting tridiagonal matrices that guarantees very small residual errors AX − I and XA − I . Assume that for some 1 < s < n and k > s the elements x s,k−1 , x s,k , x s,k+1 of the inverse matrix X were evaluated as x s,k+j = c s v k+j (j = −1, 0, 1) for some real number c s , and that the quantity v k−1 was computed from the equation
In such a case, we have
where |γ 0 |, |γ 1 | ≤ 4ε (for simplicity we ignore the terms of order ε 2 ). Consequently,
On the other hand, if at least one of the elements x s,k−1 , x s,k , and x s,k+1 was computed independently of the other two, then the best we may in general expect is that x s,k+j = y s,k+j (1+β j cond(A)) (j = −1, 0, 1), where y s,k+j denote the exact values of the considered elements of A −1 , and |β j | ≤ Cε for some small C > 0. We have, of course, a k−1,k y s,k−1 + a k,k y s,k + a k+1,k y s,k+1 = 0, however, if y s,k+j (j = −1, 0, 1) are replaced by their computed values x s,k+j , then we obtain
By comparing the inequalities (3.1) and (3.2), we conclude that the algorithm that does not fully exploit the equations AX = I = XA may compute the inverse for which the residual error XA − I (or AX − I ) is about cond(A) times larger than in the case of the algorithm that does. Finding an algorithm which is a complete reflection of the equations AX = I = XA, and can be applied for an arbitrary tridiagonal matrix A (and is stable) is not easy, and -to our knowledge -has not been succeeded yet. Before we take care of the problem described above, we will solve a little less difficult one, related to the possible occurrence of the floating point overflow when computing the solutions of the recurrence relations.
The simple ratio-based method
Assume that the solution of the difference equation (2.3) we are looking for satisfies the condition x k = 0 for all k ≥ 0. If we define r k = x −1 k x k−1 , then the equation (2.3) can be written in the equivalent form:
Once the ratios r k are computed, and the value x 1 or x n (for some n > 1) is known, we may easily compute all other values x k :
This approach is well know in the theory of the second order difference equations and was described in detail in [8] . It practically eliminates the risk of the floating point overflow when computing the solution {x k } of (2.3). The use of ratios in the problem of inverting tridiagonal matrices was already suggested (but not strictly formulated 2 ) in [2] , where the algorithm, in a sense similar to (2.15)-(2.16), for inverting tridiagonal symmetric positive definite matrices with all negative sub-and super-diagonal elements was proposed.
Let us consider the lower triangle of X = A −1 , and assume that x ij = 0 (1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ n. From the equation XA = I, we have (for 1 < s ≤ n and 1 < k < s)
we immediately obtain
From the equation AX = I, we have r n−1 = −a n,n−1 a n,n , r
where r k = x k+1,j x k,j (1 ≤ k < n, 1 ≤ j ≤ k). Note that the ratios r k do not depend on the column index j, and q k (2 ≤ k ≤ n) do not depend on the row index s (this fact may be considered as another proof of Theorem 4).
For the upper triangle of X, we definer
For these ratios, the recurrences similar to (3.3) and (3.4) can be also derived. However, the upper triangle ratios should not be computed independently of the lower triangle ones for the reasons described earlier -the residual errors may depend on cond(A) 2 in such a case. The following result should be applied instead.
Lemma 2. Let A be a tridiagonal matrix satisfying a k−1,k = 0, a k,k−1 = 0 for 2 ≤ k ≤ n. If the ratios r k ,q k (1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1), and q k ,r k (2 ≤ k ≤ n) are defined as above, then
Proof. The proof follows readily from (2.13).
Observe that from the equation a n−1,n x n,n−1 + a n,n x n,n = 1 (3.6)
we immediately obtain that x n,n = (a n−1,n q n + a n,n ) −1 . If a tridiagonal matrix A satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 2, and its inverse has only non-zero elements, then from (3.6) and (3.3)-(3.5), we obtain the following set of algorithms for inverting the matrix A.
Algorithm 1 (the set of algorithms).
1. Compute the ratios q k and r k according to (3.3)-(3.4).
2. Compute the ratiosq k andr k by applying (3.5).
3. Set x n,n = (a n−1,n q n + a n,n ) −1 (or use the analogous formula for x 1,1 ).
4. Using the ratios r k , q k ,r k , andq k , compute all other elements of X from the adjacent ones, in an (theoretically) arbitrary order, using only one multiplication or division for each element.
Clearly, the above algorithm uses n 2 + O(n) arithmetic operations. In Figure 1 , we present some exemplary orders the inverse matrix X may be computed in. The first of them is presented as an analogy to the algorithm based on (2.1). This time, however, no instability occurs, as the recurrences for ratios are carried out in the stable direction (the arrows on the graphs correspond to Step 4 of Algorithm 1). The last example is presented just for fun. Note that with these two orders, the algorithm fails if fl(x 1,n ) = 0. There is no such problem with the two remaining suggested orders. The lower left one is much better suited in the case matrices are stored column-wise in the computer memory (one may use, of course, its row analogy if matrices are stored row-wise).
In the remaining part of the paper we shall use and extend the following formulae, which corresponds to the lower left diagram in 
x n,n = a n−1,n q n + a n,n −1 ,
The above scheme is valid only if the inverse matrix X has only non-zero elements in its lower triangle (note that this implies that a k+1,k = 0 for 1 ≤ k < n, and that each ratio that appears in (3.7) is finite -for proof, see Theorem 5 below). Now, we shall investigate the numerical properties of the algorithm based on (3.7). Consider the elements x s,k−1 , x s,k , x s,k+1 (k < s) of X. They are computed as follows x s,k = q k+1 x s,k+1 , x s,k−1 = q k x s,k , which means that the numerically computed values
From the first set of equations in (3.7), we readily obtain that for the numerically computed ratios q k and q k+1 the following equality holds:
(again, we ignore the terms of order ε 2 ). By combining the two above results, we get
Every three adjacent elements in a column of the lower triangle of X are computed exactly as follows:
Therefore, a bound analogous to (3.8) can be obtained with the leading factor 4 replaced with some c(j) that depends linearly on the column index j. Obviously, c(j) ≤ C(n) for some C(n) = O(n). Similar O(n)-dependent bounds may be obtained (in a little more tedious way) for all remaining elements of the matrices |XA − I| and |AX − I| if we recall the relations (3.5).
In order to continue estimating the residual errors, we need the following, quite easy to prove lemma.
Lemma 3. Let two matrices
where we assume that g i,n+1 = 0 (1 ≤ i ≤ n). Then,
From the above lemma (or its several obvious generalisations), we immediately obtain that the inverse matrix X computed numerically using the algorithm (3.7) satisfies (for simplicity, we restrict our attention to the · 1 norm only)
where K(n) = O(n). Note that a similar (even sharper) bound for XA − I 1 holds in the case of the unstable recursive algorithm based on (2.1). The important difference is the relation between X 1 and A −1
1 . We are convinced that if the inverse X is computed using (3.7), then
for some J(n) = O(n). Possibly, the difference between A −1 1 and X 1 may be larger than the right hand side of (3.10), but then X 1 < A −1 1 . Our presumption is based on the fact that we are computing minimal solutions of the difference equations which correspond to the equations AX = I = XA (the recurrences for ratios are carried out in the stable, towards-the-diagonal direction). In such a case, if we are moving away (along a row or a column) from the main diagonal, the elements of X should not grow faster (or decrease slower) in modulus than the elements of A −1 , which, we think, implies the inequality (3.10). However, a formal proof of that assumption may be difficult.
Assuming that (3.10) holds, we obtain the following:
n×n is a non-singular matrix whose inverse has only non-zero elements in the lower triangle, and εncond(A) < C for some constant C, then the inverse X computed numerically by the algorithm (3.7) satisfies
for some K(n) = O(n).
Remark 1.
In the case of the algorithm of Lewis (c.f. [11] or Theorem 3), bounds similar to (3.8) can be derived for all non-diagonal elements of the residual matrices AX − I and XA − I. For the diagonal elements, only O(n)-dependent bounds hold. This implies that the numerical properties of the algorithm (2.15)-(2.16) and the new algorithm based on (3.7) are comparable. Recall that if the Lewis algorithm is used together with (2.17), then moduli of some elements of the residual matrices may be almost as large as εcond(A) 2 .
Remark 2. The important step in justifying Conjecture 1 is Lemma 3 which is not true in the case of the second matrix norm in general. The assertion of Lemma 3 is an immediate consequence of the fact that G = |G| △ if △ ∈ {1, ∞, F }. In the case of the · 2 norm, taking the moduli of all elements of a matrix may increase the norm by a factor proportional to √ n (n is the matrix size). However, if G = A, where A is a tridiagonal matrix, or G = A −1 , then G ≤ 2 |G| 2 , and the inequality similar to (3.9) is satisfied with the factor 2 replaced by 4. Consequently, we suspect the error estimation (3.11) to be also true in the case of the second matrix norm.
The extended ratio-based method
The last thing to do is to extend the scheme given in (3.7) so that it can be applied to an arbitrary non-singular tridiagonal matrix. Obviously, unlike, e.g., (2.17), the extension should preserve the very favourable numerical properties of the formulae (3.7), and also should not increase the computational complexity. To achieve the goal, several conditions need to be fulfilled. The computations may include only one initial element, all other elements of the inverse matrix X should be computed from another element (adjacent if possible) by only one multiplication (or division), x ij = c ij x i−q,j−r , in such a way that each relation between two elements is a direct consequence of the equations AX = I = XA. Of course, the number of additional arithmetic operations should depend linearly on the matrix size n.
In order to do so, we need a complete characterisation of possible shapes of blocks of zeros in the inverse matrix X. Theorem 5. Let A ∈ R n×n be a non-singular tridiagonal matrix, and
. e) Each block of zeros in the inverse matrix X may consist only of the four different types of blocks described above.
Proof. The above assertions are a direct consequence of Theorem 4 and (2.17).
Before we proceed, one more problem, related to the computation of ratios, has to be solved. Observe that if a k,k−1 = 0, then q k = 0. In this case, the relation (3.5) remains true, but it cannot be used to compute the ratior k = a
The following lemma delivers a scheme that allows to compute all the ratios in every case, without sacrificing the relation (3.5).
Lemma 4. a) The ratios
Proof. The formulae (3.12) and (3.14) follow immediately from the definition of the ratios and the relation (3.5) if we additionally assume the standard convention that c/0 = ∞ for c > 0, c/0 = −∞ for c < 0, and c/∞ = 0 for |c| < ∞.
Remark 3. Note that the values s k and t k do not have to be remembered, i.e. in practical implementation, can be replaced by a single variable.
Remark 4. By (3.5), the last terms in (3.13) and (3.15) can be replaced with a k,k−1rk and a k+1,kqk , respectively. The method proposed in this paper has slightly better numerical properties if the "leading" ratios -the ones that appear in (3.13) and (3.15) -belong to the same triangle, i.e. if the leading pairs are: {q k } and {r k }, or: {q k } and {r k }.
Now, we may formulate the main result of this Section.
Theorem 6. Let A ∈ R n×n be a non-singular tridiagonal matrix, and X = A −1 . Let us assume that the ratios q k ,r k (2 ≤ k ≤ n), andq k , r k (1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1) are given by (3.12) and (3.14). 16) otherwise, for k < s ≤ n, we have
(3.17)
In addition, if |q k | = ∞, then for 2 ≤ k < n, Proof. The formulae (3.16)-(3.22) result from the equations AX = I = XA, the relations (2.13) and (3.5), and from Theorem 5. The complete proof is not very difficult, but is quite long. Therefore, we shall justify only the one before last formula in (3.18), which -we think -is the most difficult one to prove. From Theorem 5, we conclude that if |q k | = ∞ andq k = a k+1,k = 0, then x k+1,k+1 = 0 and x ij = 0 for k + 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ n. This implies that the closest non-zero element to x k,k−1 in the lower triangle is x k+2,k+1 , but there is no "multiplicative path" between these two elements that would lead through the lower triangle only. However, in this case, we also (by Theorem 5) know that x k,k+2 = 0, x k−1,k+1 = 0, and that x k+1,k+2 = 0, x k−1,k+2 = 0, and x k−1,k = 0, as A is non-singular and a k,k+1 = 0. Consequently, from the equations AX = I and XA = I, and from (2.13), we have
a k,k−1 x k+1,k+2 = a k+2,k+1 a k−1,k a k+1,k+2 a k+2,k+1 x k+2,k+1 = a k+2,k+1 a k−1,k x k+2,k+1 .
All other equations of Theorem 6 can be proved in an analogous way. What still may need a little more explanation is that, e.g., the second and fourth equations of (3.18) refer to the element a k+1,k+2 which does not exist if k = n − 1. However, it can be proved (using. e.g., Theorem 5) that if A is a non-singular matrix, then the conditions required by these two equations can be satisfied only for k < n − 1.
The formulae (3.16)-(3.22) may be considered as a detailed description of the new algorithm which can invert any non-singular tridiagonal matrix A if we add one initial step: x n,n = (a n−1,n q n + a n,n ) −1 . The algorithm is not as elegant as, e.g, pivoting in the case of Gaussian elimination, but has a very important feature: has the same complexity as its basic version, i.e. n 2 + O(n). What is even more important, the new extended algorithm has the same numerical properties as the one given by (3.7). Some doubts may be related to the last formulae of (3.18) and (3.19), where we, in fact, use another starting element. However, these two cases correspond to the situation, where A is a block diagonal matrix, and so
In this particular case only, the matrices F and G can be inverted independently, as they are in no way related in the equations AX = I = XA. Note that with the proposed scheme, there is no need for special treatment of cases analogous to (3.23), as the initial element for the inverse matrix F −1 is computed -as one could say -on the way. The only limitation of the proposed new method for inverting general tridiagonal matrices A ∈ R n×n is that it requires n ≥ 2. Obviously, if n = 1, then X = [a
